
1. According to the Department for Transport, who is the Highway Code for ? Everyone. Pg4 

2. What is the maximum speed limit of a Class 3 powered vehicle ? 8mph rule 36

3. What is the maximum breath/alcohol level ? 35 microgrammes/100 millilitres rule 95

4. What is the maximum blood/alcohol level ? 80 milligrammes/100 millilitres rule 95

5. What is the minimum height in metres that allows children to not use a ‘booster seat’ ? 1m 35cm rule 100

6. You are driving a car which is towing a trailer on a national speed limit single carriageway in the rain. You 
are driving at the maximum legal speed limit for that road. What is the typical stopping distance in metres 
? 106 m (50mph = 53mts x 2) page 40 / 42

7. What does a solid white line in the centre of the road mean ? No crossing rule 129

8. According to rule 110 and 111, what does flashing headlights mean ? A visual warning that you are there 
to other traffic. Not an invitation to proceed. Rule 110 & 111

9. For the first 2 years of passing the driving test, what is the maximum amount of penalty points allowed on 
the licence before it is revoked ? 6.inc any before passing. Page 127

10. When can you stop and wait in a yellow box junction ? When waiting to turn right, exit is clear but 
oncoming traffic are stopping your path. Rule 174

11. At what distance in metres can you use fog lights ? 100 metres rule 226

12. What must you do when parking on a road at night with a speed limit above 30 mph ? Use parking lights, 
rule 249

13. On motorways, when can you overtake on the left ? When the traffic queue to your right is moving slower 
than the lane you are in. 

14. A red hexagonal sign means what ? Stop

15. Brown road signs are used for what ? Tourist information and attractions 

16. What is the minimum legal tread depth for car tyres ? 1.6mm full circumference, centre 3/4 of the tyre 

17. When traffic lights are broken, who has priority ? No one 

18. How long does a SORN certificate last ? 1year

19. On a motorway, where would you see Amber coloured studs ? Between the traffic directions (usually the 
further at right lane against the crash barrier. 

20. When can you drive a car that has no current MOT certificate ? On way to pre booked MOT test 
appointment 


